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archaeometry applied
to olmecolmed iron ore beads
modern research tools reveal the curious

workmanship used in the ancient drilling of small
beadsbeadsfoundfoundhoundbound at archaeological digs in mesoamericaMesoamerica

steven E jones samuel T jones and david E jones

archaeometry is the use of advanced physical methods in the
study of archaeology the tools of applied physics allow us to
search for clues contained in ancient objects themselves here we
report what we have learned regarding iron ore beads discovered
in the olmec01mecolmed region we refer to these artifacts as beads since
they are thumb sized and multiply pierced although their use by
the olmecohnecbohnec remains a mystery these beautiful objects were carved
out of stone shaped drilled and polished approximately three
thousand years ago this process required considerable workman-
ship in view of the hardness of the iron titanium ore from which
the beads were manufactured although iron and titanium are
common today and rather inexpensive their rarity three thousand
years ago evidently lent to these metals a high value that led to
their being hidden away and preserved 1 using photomicroscopy
xrayx ray fluorescence spectroscopy electron microprobemicroprobe analysis
and magnetometer analysis we have learned more about the ori-
gin manufacture and possible function of the beads

the olmecohnecbohnec civilization

the most ancient mexican civilisationcivilization is that called the
olmecolmed 2 the olmec01mecolmed civilization arose in southern mexico around
2500 BC by 1200 BC the olmec01mecolmed had built a center at present day
san lorenzo in veracruz 3 the area dominated by the olmecohnecbohnec is

shown on the map in figure 1 trade and other influences of the
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remarkably advanced olmecolmed civilization extended over a much
greater area including oaxaca and chiapas 4 by 400 BC the civi-
lizationlization had come to an abrupt halt

then la venta a major olmec01mecolmed city comes to an end the cause and
nature of its fate is lost in mystery a mystery that we shall also see at
the great olmec01mecolmed center of san lorenzo all construction comes to a
halt no more tombs are built and stocked no more offerings are
made beneath its multicoloredmulti colored floors its ruler and people are gone

olmec01mecolmed civilization had died 5

the reasons for the demise of the civilization still elude researchers
it is interesting to note that the olmecolmed civilization coincides

in time and possibly in location with the jareditejaredineJaredite civilization de-
scribed in the book of ether in the book of mormon in particular
the jareditejaredineJaredite civilization came to a curiously abrupt end between
600 and 300 BC just as the olmecolmed civilization did we read of the
jareditejaredineJaredite civilization

they were exceedingly industrious and they did buy and sell and
traffic one with another that they might get gain and they did work
in all manner of ore including iron and they did work all
manner of fine work and they did make all manner of tools
and they did work all manner of work of exceedingly curious work-
manship ether 1022271022 27

if the olmecolmed civilization coincides with the jareditesJaredites these iron
ore beads may be an example of the jareditesJaredites exceedingly curi-
ous workmanship

discovery of the beads

in 1967 michael coe of yale university supervised the exca-
vation of a large basalt head in san lorenzo in the tehuantepec
region of mexico while unearthing this olmecolmed monument he dis-
covered large amounts of pottery and a cache of heavy beads 6 the
head monument and beads are dated to the early formative period
of the olmecotmecotmen civilization about 1100 BBCC 7 since then other large
caches of these beads have been found in the san lorenzo areaarea8aread8

and in the nearby tuxtla mountains 9 in addition in the 1970s
pierre agrinierAgrinier discovered several more of these objects along
with a quantity ofofunworkedunworked ore in the chiapas region 10 dr john
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clarkdarkoark of the department of anthropology at BYU obtained several
of these beads on the surface at san lorenzo along with some raw
ore samples from plumajilloplumajifloPlumajillo in the chiapas region with the per-
mission of the institute de anthropologiaAnthropologia y historia dr clarkdarkoark
brought them out of mexico for analysis

here we have a tantalizing mystery what is the source of
these objects and how and why were they made we look for
clues in the physical parameters of the beads

description of the beads

our sample consists of five

whole artifacts some broken
fragments and a quantity of un-
worked ore A striking feature is

that the surfaces of the objects
are smoothed and polished some
surfaces remain quite shiny even
though three millennia have
elapsed since their manufacture lllllllllllfpllllllllilthe worked beads are rough par-
allelepipeds I1 CM 1 2 3about 2 cm x 2 cm x
3 cm each has a large primary
hole and two smaller holes drilled
perpendicular to the primary fig 2 an olmecolmed bead the rec-

tangularhole the comers and suhsufsurfacesfaceshaces are shape and polished
sides are typical of these threesmoothed and polished and gen-

erally
thousand year old stone beads

have metallic luster thea over time the holes drilled
broken fragments reveal the bore through the bead have filled with
holes aiding our study fig 2 sand courtesy scott daniel

physical properties

with david tingey of the BYU geology department we per-
formed scratch tests with the objects we discovered that the
material easily scratches obsidian but scratches glass with diffi-
culty it cannot be scratched by glass the material is also scratched
by quartz but will not scratch quartz these tests established that
the hardness is slightly more than 5.55555 see fig 6
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next we probed the surface of the artifacts with a sensitive
hall magnetometer to look for any residual magnetic fields we
found magnetic fields up to about 8 gauss on some of the beads
but the orientations of these fields were not correlated with the
alignments of the holes the weak magnetic fields indicated
the presence of iron or nickel in the ore

microscopic examination of bead surfaces

subjecting artifacts to a microscopic examination provides
evidence on how the objects may have been manufactured using
a dissecting microscope we obtained photomicrographsphotomicrography that show
several interesting features figs 3 4

scratch markings in the boreholesboreholes clearly demonstrate circu-
lar patterns the observed circular patterns show that the holes
were almost certainly drilled by a tool operated in a rotating man-
ner implying considerable sophistication when one considers the
hardness of the material one observes also a prominent raised
point in the center of an incomplete borehole fig 4 this suggests

M
J

fig 3 ilmenite ore and broken bead the broken bead on the right re-
veals the circular pattern made by a drilling tool courtesy scott daniel
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fig 4 looking into an incomplete borehole in a bead the out of focus
area around the edge is the top of the bead the dark area is a broken
section of the borehole the shine of the drilled hole demonstrates how
mirrorlike the stone becomes when polished the bottom of the bore-
hole is raised showing that the point of the boring tool was worn away
courtesy scott daniel

that the tip of the boring tool was softer or less efficient at cutting
than the outer rotating perimeter of the tool

we also photographed microscopic cross sections of both un-
worked ore and the drilled beads to compare them for similarities
our photographs show pyrrhotite blebsblabs of similar sizes in both
materials according to dr jeffrey keith this indicates that the ore
and beads came from the same geological formation 12 also seen are
inclusions of amphibole chlorite and feldspar these structures
also strongly link the ore and the bead material similar observa-
tions have been seen in the ore deposits in the oaxaca mountains 13

composition analysis

molecular composition determines the minerals present and
also bears a signature of the ores original location analyzing the
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composition of the artifacts can therefore yield important informa-
tion about where the resources for these artifacts originated and
what they could have been used for

we engaged the help of professor david tingey to apply xrayx ray
fluorescence spectroscopy analysis on a powdered sample of the
mineral from one of the olmecohnecbohnec beads the analysis showed an
abundance of both iron and titanium see fig 5 suggesting that the
material is ilmenite an ore comprised of iron and titanium oxides

to expand on these results we used a camecacabeca SX 40 electron
microprobemicroprobe at the department of geology and geophysics at the
university of utah to determine the mass percentage of the major
oxides contained in both the beads and the unworked ore the
microprobemicroprobe operates by directing a tightly focused electron beam
on a sample the electrons excite the material which then emits
x rays the energy of the emitted x rays provides a signature of the
elements present in this way a precise elemental analysis of a

small sample may be obtained
we used two samples for this analysis a thin section from the

unworked ore and a thin section from the smallest of the arti-
facts 14 we had more artifacts from the same find but considered it
unjustifiable to cut sections from more of them

from the xrayx ray spectroscopy results it was clear that the
metallic ore was titaniferous dr jeffrey keith suggested that the fol-

lowing elements might be expected in titaniferous deposits such as
ilmenite titanium silicon aluminum chromium iron manganese
magnesium calcium and zinc 15

on february 16 1996 we used the camecacabeca SX 40 electron
microprobemicroprobe with the assistance of ray lambert of the university of
utah department of geology and geophysics an xrayx ray fluores-
cence scan of the samples was first conducted to search for any
elements present other than those listed above the scan revealed
a small amount of potassium in addition to the expected minerals

we then proceeded to calibrate the microprobemicroprobe to measure
occurrences of the nine metals previously stated and also potassium
once calibrated we scanned the surface of the ore sample the
material was mostly composed of ilmenitemeniteit with occasional traces
of other minerals we analyzed various points on the sample trying
to target the ilmenite crystals and several of the inclusions the
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fig 5 xrayX ray fluorescence spectrograph of bead courtesy david tingey

results of the microprobemicroprobe analysis on the ore sample are shown in
table 1 we proceeded in a similar manner with the thin section
from the olmecohnecbohnec bead and obtained the results displayed in table 2

there are two expected sources of difference between the
composition of the ore and artifact measurement error and natural
variation between ore samples to estimate expected errors we
compared results with those of another researcher using the same
microprobemicroprobe under similar conditions on similar materials 16 we
found that for large percentages around 30 one should expect
about 030.30305 error and for small trace occurrences around 0.10101oi

one should expect errors of about 0.02002
the iron oxide content in the ore and in the artifact is found

to be 55.4355435545 0310.31031 which shows agreement within experimen-
tal error the next most prevalent metal in the bead was titanium
the tio2tiontio content in the unworked ore and in the finished bead was
42.4342434245 0270.27027 which again shows consistency within measure-
ment error A comparison of two ilmenite crystals within the same
bead sample shows comparable small differences note also the
similarity in the iron oxide content of the magnetite inclusions in
the ore and the artifact 938593.859585 0720.72072 magnetite willwin provide fer-
romagneticro properties to the beads such as those measured with
the magnetometer
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the smallsmail variations we found in the elemental compositions
in inclusions in the samples should be viewed as the expected vari-
ations that occur in igneous formations such as itilmenitemenite this is ex-
pected in magmatic formations such as flilmenitemenite ore it is also
expected that the compositions of inclusions in the ilmenite vary
somewhat between different regions of the same formation silicates
such as amphiboles chlorideschloriteschlorites and pyroxenespyroxenes and the aluminum
rich spinel inclusions are not unusual in such a magmatic ore 17

we conclude that the unworked ore and the bead samples
almost certainly originated from the same source it is evident that
the material used to make the beads was an itilmenitemenite ore from a
natural igneous deposit the physical properties of the beads such
as hardness are also consistent with those of ilmenite ore

other analyses

previous researchers have used mossbauer spectroscopy to
analyze the composition of olmecolmed artifacts from san lorenzo and
chiapas 18 the conclusion of this analysis was that some san lorenzo
and chiapas artifacts were composed of ilmenite from a common
but unknown source ilmenite is a relatively rare ore that exists in
few parts of the world and is not natural to the san lorenzo area
where the drilled beads were found there is a small ilmenite
deposit in the chiapas region and the ore is abundant in the oaxaca
mountains about 140 miles 220 km to the southwest some san
lorenzo artifacts are similar in composition to formations reported
by E paulson from the pluma hidalgo part of the oaxaca region 19

the logical continuation of this research would be to use
modern physical methods to compare the compositions of il-

menite deposits in mesoamericaMesoamerica and of ilmenite artifacts found at
various olmecolmed and maya sites including those recently discovered
in the tuxtla mountains microprobeMicroprobe or alternatively proton
induced xrayx ray emission analyses of these samples should show
which ilmenite ore body corresponds to a given artifact

bead manufacture

how were these iron ore beads drilled owing to the hard-
ness of the itilmenitemenite ore the grinding abrasive used was probably
harder than six on the mohs scale20scale10 fig 6 this excludes obsidian
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which was also in use among the olmec01mecolmed 21 some possible grinding
minerals available to the 01mecolmecolmed are quartz sand topaz and corun-
dum the consistent circular pattern in the holes shows that the
holes were formed or at least finished by drilling the raised point
at the center of some of the smaller bore holes indicates that a hol-
low or soft centered tool was used to drill these holes it seems
likely that a rotating wooden rod was used with wet quartz sand as
grit for the drilling tool the process would have required hours of
careful labor for each bead wet quartz sand could also have been
used to polish the surface of the beads to a smooth finish

we also note the presence of round indentations common on
the large olmec01mecolmed head monuments 22 we hypothesize that a drilling
process may have been used to make these markings since the
beads provide clear evidence that drilling was used by the olmec01mecolmed
drilling into rock to a certain depth provides a means of fracturing

INDEX MINERALS COMMON OBJECTS

talc
1
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1 2 fingernailju1av jla1

calcite 30
copperpennycopper penny

fluorite
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apatite obsidian5J glass
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10

fig 6 the mohs scale with common objects and ilmenite and obsidian
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rock at that depth so as to remove large pieces as the sculpting of
the face is begun 2313

speculations on ancient use of the beads

A puzzle of considerable interest is how these drilled beads
were used by the olmecolmed people because the olmecolmed carved pol-
ished drilled and cached away these beads one is led to surmise
that the beads were valuable and were used either as money or as
ornamental jewelry indeed the possibility of ornamental use was
suggested by michael coe when he first discovered the artifacts 24

using the bored holes the beads could easily have been strung
together on a cord for carrying or wearing

on the other hand the possibility that the artifacts had a
functional utility is suggested by the nature of the perpendicular
holes A small hammer could be made by inserting a shaft through
the main hole and pinning it through the smaller holes such ham-
mers could be used to chip obsidian wlwhichlichilch is softer into blades
or to shape other ilmenite beads

another possibility promoted by ann cyphers guillen is that
the bead could have been used as a capstone to guide a stick as it
was used in a bow drill to drill other stone or wood 2521 however
the fact that the large holes penetrate all the way through the
beads argues against their use as capstonescarstonescapstones for bow drills since
this penetration would leave the holding hand unprotected the
material is too hard to be cut by a wooden drill alone without
abrasive furthermore the beads are too small to be used effec-
tively with bow drills and have multiple holes not just one these
observations argue against the bow drill capstone hypothesis

the surface when polished becomes quite mirrorlike thus
these beads may once have served as mirrors that one could carry
on a cord or as mirror pendantspennantspendants such as those seen later among the
neighboring maya

protective armor could be another use of the beads the mul-
tiple holes would allow the metallic beads to be crosstiedcross tied together
to form a hard yet flexible shield a type of mail such mail could be
worn on the head of a warrior as a protective helmet26helmet2lhelmet26 or over his
chest such armor would have an awe inspiring appearance espe-
cially when polished see 53 ne 47
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conclusion

we have applied several advanced tools of physics to probe
three thousand year old objects made by the olmecolmed in meso
america the results show that the artifacts are primarily composed
of ilmenite which is harder than obsidian the beads have multiple
penetrating holes which have evidently been drilled using a rotat-
ing tool not chipped out circular scratches along the walls of the
boreholesboreholes clearly demonstrate that the cutting tool was rotating
because the material is ilmenite the artifacts were probably drilled
by something harder than obsidian possibly using wet quartz sand
as an abrasive on the tip of a wooden tool

the ore and the beads that we scrutinized are very similar in
physical composition we have also found that the bead ore is simi-
lar in composition to ilmenite from oaxaca 140 miles from the
cache where the drilled beads were first found if we can deter-
mine for certain the source of the ilmenite for these artifacts we
may learn more about trade between san lorenzo chiapas and
oaxaca around 1000 BC during thethejareditejareditejaredineJaredite period

finally we note that the workmanship of these beads is con-
sistent with the description given in the book of mormon regard-
ing the jareditejaredineJaredite civilization that worked ore using exceedingly
curious workmanship ether 1027 the high value of iron an-
ciently is suggested by these beautifully worked iron ore beads
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table 1 microprobeMicroprobe analysis of samples of ore oxide by weight

SAMPLE I11 SAMPLE 2 INCLUSION I11 INCLUSION 2 INCLUSION 3

ti02tiozdioz 42.1542154215 42.244224 0.35035035 0.34034034 1.37137137

s02siozdioz 0.00000ooo 0.00000ooo 0.03003003005 51.295129 40.944094

alA 203 0.03003003 0.04004004 0.25025025 4.18418418 14.461446

cr2030-203 0.10010010olo 0.11011oiioli 0.45045045 0.11011olioii 0.05005005

feo 55.745574 55.385538 94.579457 8.81881 14.281428

mno 0.45045045 0.31031051 0.00000ooo 0.09009009 0.07007007

mgo 1.47147 1.46146146 0.00000ooo 206320.632063 13.8413841584

cao 0.00000ooo 0.00000ooo 0.03003003 12.2512251225 11.381138

zno 0.11011oiloii 0.00000ooo 0.11011olioii 0.11011oiioli 0.15015015

k20 0.00000ooo 0.00000ooo 0.03003003005 0.10010010olo 0.86086086

mineral ameniteumenitermenite 11meniteilmenite magnetite clino-
pyroxene

amphibole

table 2 microprobeMicroprobe analysis of samples of artifact oxide by weight

SAMPLE I11 SAMPLE 2 INCLUSION I11 INCLUSION 2 INCLUSION 3

ti02 42.704270 41.744174 1.96196 6.61661 0.06006006

si02 0.00000ooo 0.01001ooi 0.02002 0.01001ooiool 27.792779

a1203al 203 0.06006006 0.06006006 0.17017017 65.276527 25.522552

cr2030-203 0.17017017 0.18018018 1.12112112 0.61061ogi 0.01001ooi
feo 55.135513 55.515551 93.1493149314 20.112011 7.28728728

mno 0.38038038 0.31031051 0.00000 0.08008008 0.00000000ooo

mgo 1.83183183 1.71171 0.03003003 8.37837837857 31.233123
cao 0.01001ooi 0.00000ooo 0.00000000ooo 0.00000000ooo 0.03003003

zno 0.06006006 0.00000ooo 0.00000ooo 4.71471 0.08008

k20 0.00000ooo 0.00000ooo 0.00000ooo 0.01001 0.02002

mineral ilmenite ilmenitemenite11 magnetite spinel chlorite

less than 0.01001ooi
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